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Edo-based Merchants’ Faith and “Behavioral Culture” Studies: Messages 
from the Buddha in Practice

IWABUCHI Reiji

Due to limitations in terms of historical documents and interest in research of the history of 

commerce, research on Edo merchants has for a long time been limited to analysis of the Edo branch 

stores of foreign merchants whose headquarters were in Kyoto, and especially of only certain types of 

stores, such as those dealing in drapery. In recent years, there has been a growing number of studies 

on Edo-based merchants, but examinations of their spiritual beliefs have been lacking. This paper 

looks at the large-scale merchant Minoya Kato-  family, who worked with pawned and second-hand 

goods in order to examine the beliefs of large-scale Edo-based merchants.

Since Pure Land Buddhism was the basis for the Kato-  family’s faith, it’s goal was to accumulate 

intoku (secret acts of good) and journey to the Pure Land. Therefore, it performed services for his 

family’s ancestors, gave aid to others, and organized various Ko- (religious association), in addition to 

making donations as a family organization (merchare Do- zoku). Avoiding celebrity and secretly doing 

good(Intoku) are line with Sekimon-Shingaku’s belief on which many merchants based their faith.

Particular objects of it’s faith included Kai Zenko--ji  and it’s bodaiji  (a Japanese Buddhist temple 

for a family’s dead), named Tesso--in. Regarding Kai Zenko--ji , it donated large sums of money for its 

restoration after fires that occurred 1754, and it continued these donations afterwards through Edo 

ryoshuku (house of worship). Regarding the bo- daiji, it not only held services for it’s ancestors there 

but in the end also built an Edo ryoshuku at Kai Zenko-ji . It’s donations even went as far as influential 

Pure Land temples like Shinshu- Zenko--ji , Takada Zendo--ji , and Honjo Reizan-ji , which was one of the 

important 18 Pure Land temples of Kanto-  recognized by the shogunate. It did not limit itself to only 

Pure Land temples; it’s faith extended to temples in other sects as well as Shinto shrines, leading it to 

hold services for it’s ancestors at Mount Koya and to make donations to Asakusa Kannon (Senso- -ji) 

and Seiryo--ji .

Due to this faith, the Kato-  family relied on revelatory dreams and messages not from the Buddha 

only for familial rites of passage but also for standards of judgment in business. Though it is impossible 

to know what it truly believed, at the very least, these methods were accepted and played an important 

role. Furthermore, visits to various temples and participation in public exhibitions of religious objects-- 

that is, events outside the scope of daily life- did not change it’s level of faith. It’s participation in them 
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was the result of messages from the Buddha, which formed part of the Kato-  family’s faith.

Faith among Edo merchants has been addressed in behavioral culture studies about temple visits 

with elements of tourism, and participation in religious festivals. However, these should be examined 

as part of a bigger picture that includes faith practices in everyday life.
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